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AMIDST THE CHINAR TREES

Vividly I remember
Walking
Amidst the Chinar trees
The cool breeze
sweeping
overhead me
crackling twigs leaves
Underfoot
I scurried through
shimmering shadows
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Pungent
with Autumn air
The golden leaves
sliding all across
in a forest of
downy flake
I view long stretches
Of lush verdure
With excitement and
Pleasure.
The snow melt gurgling
streams
Coursing rocky boulders
Causing
a musical churgling
the kashmir birds
kasture, bulbul, bill-bi–chur
huddling in herds
chirping in symphony
a lullaby.
A siesta
under the sprawling trunk
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on golden downy hay
made my pretty
day.
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I love to loiter
{MY IST PRIZE WINNING SIWO
INTERNATIONAL POETRY CONTEST
(FEB 20/2019) POEM}

I love to loiter and lounge
around
the emerald mountains and
prance
the long beautiful pastures
in bleary trance.
Loving the ephemeral moments
to my fill
I love to loiter and lounge
around
the dense bushes
unknown unbound
the stillness broken occasionally,
by the cacophony of
the birds animals
shrill of a strong wind.
I love to mingle in the crowds
of the hustling bustling
14

Amidst the Chinar Trees

bazaars.
throbbing with cries of
Vendors men and women
displaying
myriad wares on the
pavements
of the huge macadamized
roads.
Haggling for the prices
With
The women vendors for a good meal of
fishes
my pleasant pastime
enjoying
their fury and frown
Smile and serenity
these amazing selling skills
enthrall me the most.
I love to loiter and lounge
around
the delightful Dal
lake
pedalling on the rippling waters
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in a colourful shikara
sipping ‘Kahwa’
looking at the mesmerizing
marvels
of scintillating beauty of the
Nature.
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Amidst the Chinar Trees

LOVE IS LOVELY
When you smile loudly
With brashness but
Proudly
Love is lovely
And is lovely
your smile spreading
glistening Sunshine
and your each guffaw
with peals of laughter
tantalize all nerves
swaying soothing symphony
the full curves
love is lovely
and is lovely.
The musical lullaby
Of the growling clouds
drizzling drops soothe me
to sleep.
love is lovely
and is lovely
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